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Conclusions:


Members of the boards of directors at major diabetes non-profits are
much less accountable for performance than their for-profit
counterparts.



Boards of directors at the major diabetes non-profits do not set or
communicate clear annual performance metrics.



At over 30 members, the non-profit boards of directors are 4 times the
size of the for-profit benchmark, which inhibits effective governance.



Reporting on the non-profits’ progress and finances is not as
comprehensive, transparent, and timely in comparison to for-profit
entities.
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Board Accountability May Be the Key to a Cure
The boards of directors at the major diabetes non-profits have a greater ability than any other single group of people to
accelerate a T1D cure. As the highest governing body at the non-profits, board members set the organization’s overall
strategic direction and hold the final vote on where the organization focuses resources. They are the ones who can
decide whether to bear down on a cure or concentrate on other things.
This report will review the role of the boards at the non-profits and recommend some ways to optimize their
effectiveness. For-profit board duties stand as the benchmark because they have been honed to drive performance and
accountability. By comparison, non-profit boards of directors are far less accountable for their organization’s
performance, a situation which must materially change in order to have a chance at a T1D cure in the near future.
While there are many similarities between the boards of directors at for-profits and the major diabetes non-profits, the
differences (highlighted in bold in the chart below) are substantial and important.
Boards of Directors Comparison: For-Profit Norms vs. Major Diabetes Non-Profits
For-Profit Norm

JDRF

Accountability

 Accountable to shareholders 

Number of Board
Members
Appointment/
Election
Composition of
Boards

 Typically 6-12



 Elected by shareholders



 A range of relevant,
specialized skills and
experiences



Main Duties

 Strategic direction
 Annual key performance
indicators
 Hiring/firing CEO
 Executive compensation,
particularly performance pay




 Annual budget approval
 Quarterly performance
updates
 Annual financials filing:
Within 90 days of year end
 Publish annual report within
3 months of year end




Financial reporting







ADA

Accountable to other
board members
34 (see appendix A)



Appointed by executives or
board members
Primarily fundraisers
(individuals who either
make or raise substantial
donations)
Strategic direction
No annual key
performance indicators
Hiring/firing CEO
Executive compensation,
but minimal use of
performance pay
Annual budget approval
No quarterly performance
updates
Annual financials filing: 3+
months after year end
Publish annual report 10
months after year end

















Accountable to other
board members
38 (see appendix B)
Appointed by executives or
board members
2/3 scientific or medical
experts; 1/3 fundraisers

Strategic direction
No annual key
performance indicators
Hiring/firing CEO
Executive compensation,
but minimal use of
performance pay
Annual budget approval
No quarterly performance
updates
Annual financials filing: 5
months after year end
Variable depending on year

In nearly all cases, the non-profits would benefit from adopting or at least moving closer to the for-profit norm. A few
highlights are as follows:




Board members must be externally accountable. Whereas for-profits boards of directors are directly
accountable to shareholders who have the power to elect and remove board members, non-profit board
members can only be appointed or removed by fellow board members, which consolidates power in an
insulated bubble. As other JDCA reports have contended, the non-profits would do well to create a structure
that makes the board of directors directly accountable to the non-profit’s broad base of donors, who are the
closest equivalent to shareholders.
The non-profit boards are too large for highly effective leadership. For-profit boards are sized to be large
enough to reflect a desirable range of skills and experiences, but small enough to allow for highly-engaged group
discussion. As a result, roughly half of all for-profit boards have 7-9 members (according to the National
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Association of Corporate Directors). The diabetes non-profits have 4 times that amount, with JDRF at 34
members and the ADA at 38, which makes it difficult to achieve high levels of engagement and unified focus.
Boards should adopt and make transparent annual key performance measures that demonstrate progress
toward a cure. Ensuring that key performance indicators are in place is absolutely fundamental to any high
performing organization, and is a key responsibility of the board of directors in the for-profit environment.
Without setting such metrics on an annual basis, an organization is unfocused and unable to evaluate whether it
is making progress towards its goals. The non-profits do not set annual performance metrics for cure progress.
We strongly believe that before each operating year, such measures should be identified, implemented, and
shared with the general public.
Reporting on progress should be more frequent, timely, and comprehensive. The non-profits communicate
much less frequently and in a less timely fashion than for-profit companies. For-profit companies publish
performance reports on a quarterly and annual basis, and do so quickly after the close of the quarter and year.
By contrast, the non-profits only communicate performance on an annual basis and do so many months after
the year-end. More regular and comprehensive reporting on progress toward the annual key performance
measures improves accountability, and ultimately performance. Communicating with donors as if they were
shareholders is a win-win. Donors win because they are kept up to date about progress and can make informed
giving decisions; the non-profits win because they deepen trust with donors, which ultimately boosts giving.

Recommendations for the major type 1 diabetes non-profits
We urge JDRF and the ADA to adopt five recommendations in how they utilize their boards of directors:
1. Make the board of directors accountable to donors. Nominated by leadership; elected by the donor base.
2. Reduce the size of the boards to under 15. Large enough to represent all necessary skills; small enough to have a
meaningful discussion.
3. Implement key performance metrics on an annual basis. Enhanced transparency and accountability.
4. Tie a meaningful portion of executive compensation to these key performance metrics. Clear direction and
accountability.
5. Publish an annual report within 90 days of the year-end. More informed = more trust.
A common reaction to this discussion about the role of the board of directors is to point out the clear differences
between for-profit and non-profit companies. However, the recommendations above have little downside other than to
challenge the way things have historically been done. And they have the enormous upside of increasing accountability,
focus, and,ultimately, performance. The non-profit boards have operated the old way for 50 years with no cure in sight.
It is time for productive change, and there is no better place to start than by updating the role of the boards of directors.
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Appendix A: JDRF Board of Directors
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Appendix B: ADA Board of Directors
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